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ROLLINS ELECTS SIX TRUSTEES
Alleman, Craig, Mills,
Dickie, Opdyke, and
Wadmond Join Board
Rollins College has elected six
new members to the Board of
Trustees,
Chairman
Winthrop
Bancroft,
of Jacksonville,
announced today.
They include F . Monroe Alleman, Orlando investment banker;
William B. Mills, Jacksonville attorney; Lowell C. Wadmond, New
York, president of Metropolitan
Opera Association; J. Roy Dickie,
Pittsburgh attorney; Dr. George
H. Opdyke, Winter Park, mining
engineer; and Coulter Craig, Winter Park, former duPont executive.
F. Monroe Alleman

Coutler Craig

J. Roy Dickie

Dr. George Opdyke

Son O f Rollins Professor ROLLINS GIVEN
$20,000 FROM
Wins Rhodes Scholarship DU PONT GIFT

By Mary Ann Norton
Simpson Bobo Dean, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Rolland Dean of Sanford,
is the first central Floridian since
1932 to win one of t h e coveted
world-wide known Rhodes Scholarships.
The twenty-one year old Yale
University senior made his application from Florida as a legal resident of Sanford. The application
was reviewed by the Florida committee consisting of four former
Rhodes scholars
under the chairmanship of Hugh
McKean.
Dean appeared
before the five
in Winter P a r k
on November 19.
He and one other,
were chosen to
represent Florida'
in the
district]
c ompetition
Dean
which was held December 12, in
Spartanburg,
South
Carolina.
Upon learning of his success, Bobo
wired his eagerly awaiting parents
merely, "won".
Young Dean attended Sanford
junior high schools and Phillips
Exeter prep school in New England, and is finishing his final year
at Yale as an American History
major. Bobo, after studying in t h e
Rollins library during vacations,
commented t h a t our collection of
Floridiana is one of the best in the
country.
At school, F e a n is kept occupied
with such duties and honors a s :
class orator, senior editor of t h e
Literary Magazine, president of

•

Bits 'O News

•

Joy Woods attends the Stephen
Foster Ball this weekend as a candidate for the Jeanie with the
Light Brown Hair title which her
sorority sister, Marie Perkins held
last year.
• * •
This Friday evening Nobel Prize
winner Dr. Selman A. Waksman
will give an address sponsored by
tl
»e Sigma Xi Club and the RolU1
»s Scientific Society a t the University Club — 8:15 p.m. The col'ege is cordially invited to this
Meeting.
* * *
The Freshman Class met yesterday to discuss plans for the 1954
Freshman Show which will be proceed March 3.

the Aurelian Honor Society, vicepresident of the Elizabethan Club,
member of the v a r s i t y . debating
team, and his father's social fraternity, Zeta Psi. He won the
Gardner White Trophy award for
the best speaker in the Speaker's
Union.
Bobo after applying for entrance at Christ Church College in
England, will leave in October of
1954, along with thirty-two other
winners, for a two years stay.
Rolland Dean, Bobo's father and
a Yale graduate, until last spring
was editor and publisher of the
Sanford Herald, and now is assosiate editor of the Orlando Sentinel.
Nina Oliver Dean, his mother, is
professor of English Literature a t
Rollins.

Rollins College has received a
gift of more than $20,000 in stocks
from Mrs. Jessie Ball du Pont,
Jacksonville, Fla., and Wilmington .Delaware to be used in connection with t h e program for improving instruction for the college.
Mrs. du Pont is the widow of the
late Alfred I. du Pont who led in
the rehabilitation of Florida following the collapse of the land
boom in the 1920's. She also is the
sister of Edward Ball, manager of
the du Pont interests in Florida.
In announcing the gift, Hugh F .
McKean, president of Rollins, said
"It's especially reassuring to the
college t h a t Mrs. du Pont, a former school teacher who has shown
in many ways she understands the
problems of a small college, has
given Rollins this sum."
"It also must be gratifying to
the Orlando-Winter P a r k community t h a t a distinguished resident
of Jacksonville has given this most
appreciated type of gift — one
Dr. Howard Cline, 'Director of that shows her approval of our
the Hispanic Foundation of the program."
Library of Congress, will visit Rollins College on Friday and Saturday of this week. Dr. Cline has just
returned from Haiti where he was
a guest of the Haitian government
during their 150th
anniversary
celebration.
Dr. Selman A. Waksman who
Both students and
professors received the Nobel Prize in^Physiwill have an opportunity to confer ology and Medicine in 1952 for his
with Dr. Cline during his stay a t discovery of streptomycin, will be
Rollins; meetings with students guest of honor a t the first annual
being scheduled for Saturday mor- dinner of the Sigma Xi Club of
Rollins College Friday, J a n . 15, a t
ning.
Dr. Cline, the author of the re- 6:30 p.m. a t the University Club of
cently released book, The United Winter Park.
Following the dinner, Dr. WaksStates and Mexico, which will be
used in conjunction with Dr. A. J. man will speak at a meeting sponHanna's course in Latin American sored jointly by the Rollins Scienhistory, received his Ph. D. from tific Society and Sigma Xi Club
H a r v a r d University and became a t 8:15. The public is invited to atAssistant Dean a t Harvard
in tend this meeting.
A t present Dr. Waksman, a one1943.
time Russian immigrant, is Director of the Rutgers Institute of Microbiology. I t was his work t h a t led
to the discovery of streptomycin,
the wonder drug which provided
The Lambda Chi Costume Ball, medical science with one of its
an annual dance featuring "dazz- most effective weapons against
ling" costumes, is slated
for tuberculosis.
More recently Dr. Waksman and
this Saturday, J a n u a r y 19, a t
Dubsdread Country Club from 9 to his associates have produced grisein, viscosin, fradicin, streptocin,
12.
A top band is in the offing to- neomycin and finally candicidin.
At the Sigma Xi Club dinner
gether with many prizes for the
officers
will be elected for 1954,
best costumes. The annual trophy
and new members will be recogfor Miss New Year will be prenized.
sented.

HOWARD CLINE
VISITS ROLLINS

Dr: Selman Waksman
Visits Joint Meeting
Of RSS And Sigma Xi

Alleman, who has been interested in Rollins for many years, was
instrumental in putting through
the college's refinancing program
five years ago. He is president of
Leedy, Wheeler, Alleman Inc.,
chairman of the board of Central
Title and Trust Co., and president
of F . Monroe Alleman Inc., real
estate holding company of Orlando.
Wadmond, an attorney, besides
being one of the most influential
men in New York music circles,
served as chairman of the executive committee of the National Republic Club from 1943 to 1947.

Lowell C. Wadmond

PHILLIPS GIVES
GIFT TO ROLLINS
A gift of $5,000 was made by
Eugene R. Phillips, Winter Park,
to Rollins College.
President McKean said the money would be used to help pay the
expenses of students attending
Rollins on scholarships this year.
In announcing the gift McKean
said "It is as necessary for Rollins
College to hold the interest and
respect of old friends as it is to
win new friends. Mr. Phillips has
been a friend of the college for
many years. It means a great deal'
to us t h a t he thinks well enough of
t h e college to support it so generously."

Dickie, a distinguished P i t t s burgh attorney, now lives in Winter Park. Before retiring, he was
a member of the law firm of Dickie, Robinson, and McCamey. He
also had served as president of
the Board of Education, P i t t s b u r g h ; as trustee of Carnegie Institute, and is a past president of
the International Association of
Insurance Counsel.
Colonel Craig, now a resident of
Winter Park, has behind him a
long career as a construction engineer. He also served in the Ordinance Department of the U. S.
Army and in an executive capacity
with the duPont Company.
Dr. Opdyke, for a number of
years a resident of Winter Park,
was both a mining engineer and
author. For ten years prior to his
retirement in 1930, he was closely
interested, as a petroleum geologist, in oil development in the
Southwest. He has published two
books, "Worlds Best Proverbs" and
" A r t and N a t u r e Appreciation."

Dr. Waksman, Nobel Prize Winner

Annual Costume Ball
Given by Lambda Chis

Dr. Selman A. Waksman, Nobel Prize winner in 1932 for his discovery
of streptomycin, will speak at the University Club Friday.
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'ROUNDJ ROLLINS

CHAPEL DRIVE

by Louis Ingram

The Chapel Fund Drive, the only fund
drive on the campus that is organized and
run by the students, will shift into high gear
next week.

Climbing back to the dizzying heights of
his post of surveillance to take a look around
Rollins, your columnist is once again accustoming himself to Mrs. Magoun's famous
"Columbus Method of Typing" — find a key
and land on it.

The drive is sponsored by the Rollins
Chapel Staff, the executive board of the
Knowles Memorial Chapel. The Staff ' distributes the money to four competent student committees — Community Service,
Race. Relations, International Relations, and
the Conference Fund, and also to the Dean of
the Chapel as a reserve fund for emergency
cases.
This community chest of the campus buys
equipment for two day nurseries, provides
furnishings for the infirmary, provides flowers for those who are confined to bed, aids
the needy, gives assistance to the Negro
County Home, supports two war orphans and
lends a helping hand to people in Winter
Park and Orlando.
The benefits rendered by the Chapel Drive
to the community are too numerous to number. But there can. be no denying t h a t this
fund drive has helped many people in times
of dire need. The letters of gratitude from
the recipients of aid from Rollins' students
warm the hearts of everyone who reads them.
It is a fund drive for a worthy cause, asking little but giving a great deal; give as
much as you can afford.

FINANCIAL REPORT
The following is a financial report of the
Rollins Sandspur beginning with the first
issue on September, 1953, including the last
issue of December.
Expenses:
Printing
$1,277.10
Engravings
$ 288.'55
Photography
$ 51.69
Salaries
$ 339.99
Commissions
$ 190.00
Miscellaneous
:
$ 120.74
Total expenses
$2,268.07
Income:
Advertising
Subscriptions
Student Council
Appropriation
Total Income
Total Income
Total Expense
. Balance on Hand.

$ 955.37
$ 32.50
$5,000.00
$5,987.87
$5,987.87
$2,268.07
$3,719.80

The Chapel Tower
T. S. Darrah
Bennett Cerf tells this story on Fierello
LaGuardia the former mayor of New York.
He was presiding at Police Court when" a poor
old man was brought in for
Istealing a loaf of bread.'Tve
I got to punish you. The law
makes no exceptions'' said
Ithe Mayor. "Ten dollars." As
the mayor reached into his
own pocket he added, "WelL
here's the ten to pay your
fine. And now I remit the
fine. What is more I'm going
I to fine everybody in this
court fifty cents for living in
Darrah
a town where a man has to
steal in order to eat." The defendant left
court with forty-seven dollars and fifty cents.
Should everyone at Rollins be fined every
time salt is put in the sugar bowls, or fire
crackers go off at night, or some student
makes a fool of himself? It costs us all
enough as it is, so perhaps we had better
skip it.

With the New Year having taken a firm
grip on nearly everyone, and enough time
having passed to see most of the resolutions
shattered, life is settling down to its usual
tedium. The hopes of the New Year tarnish
quickly in the onrushing tide of time, but the
problems of the old year seem to keep right
up with the flood.
* * *

W o r l d News In Brief
For a complete count of high Soviet Officials who have been
shot as traitors since 1917, excluding Beria, London's "Sunday
Times" quoted the following figures from the book, "What Happens
T o . Communists?"
Out of 11 Cabinet members holding offices since 1936, 9 have
been shot.
Five out of seven presidents of the last Central Executive
Committee have suffered the same fate. Forty-three of the 53
secretaries of the Communist P a r t y Central Organization have
been shot. Fifteen out of 27 top Communists who drafted the 1936
Constitution faced a firing squad. Out of the 80 members of the
Soviet War Council, 70 have been executed.
Since 1917, three of every 5 marshalls of the Soviet A r m y
have been shot as spies or traitors. Every member of Lenin's first
post-revolution Politburo, his inner cabinet of 1917, was finally
shot — with the exception of Joseph Stalin.
Consequently, we predict t h a t Mickey Spillane could write a
best seller on Russian politics.

The vague draft is heading for a long overdue checkup. In the
meantime, college students can be quite sure of the following
trends:
Draft calls will remain quite small while the length of service,
possibly before long,will be reduced to 18 months. I t might even
be cut more.
The professional side of military life will be increased. P r o fessionals, not draftees, will take over more of the overseas <fobs
and the tasks of manning and defending bases around the world.

We understand t h a t Miss Shor's students
are being treated to the most — "to say the
least." Several of her classes have been required to attend a number of lectures and
films sponsored by the Audubon Society
(which is made up of a lot of folks with stiff
necks who seem to be always looking up).
Miss Shor has generously agreed not to hold
her Saturday class on occasions when the
lectures fall on t h a t day. Inasmuch as three
of them are on Saturday evenings, the general opinion of the students is that the whole
idea is strictly for the birds.
* * *
Pink Palace officials seemed to have balked on the* Fiesta t)ance plans. While being
on record as favoring the "big dance'* idea
of Fiesta Chairman Chauncey, they have
been able to produce an endless number of
difficulties without any solutions. In the
arduous search for the answers certain questions arise. Do the majority of the students
really want such a dance, and if so will they
support it with their attendance? The dance
could be a success without student support,
but a Rollins dance without Rollins students
would spell out a sad story.
* * ^
IN BRIEF
Receipient of Johnson-McFarlain Cup
decided in secret meeting. The Touchdown
Club Board met yesterday, and after a heated debate chose the first winner of this
coveted trophy. The award will be made on
January 21st. at the Indie Talent Show finals.
Diamond Jubilee Room completed!
This room in Carnegie Hall will probably see
quite a little use in the next six years. From
this central location, tours of the campus will
emanate, literature will be distributed, and
questions will be answered
Florida
Symphony opens its season tonight. It's
worth hearing! . . .|.. Indies and X Club had
grudge game this week with surprises for all.

The officer corps, heavily reservist a t this time, will also become more professional. The ROTC will decline in importance.
Reserve officers are in excess of the present day needs.
The atomic defenses around the cities will fall on the shoulders
of the National Guard. They will man the "Nike" battalions, relieving the professional men for other types of service.
The eventual goal is get national defense down to a basis t h a t
is politically sound and financially stable a t a time when there is
great tension in the world but no real shooting war.

FRATERNITY SCHOLARSHIP
Reviewing the report from the National Interfraternity Conference, Dean of Students John E. Hocutt has recommended the
following suggestions for the improvement of fraternity scholarship at the University of Delaware:
1. The Interfraternity Council should institute a scholastic
requirement to determine eligibility for pledging. A freshman
should not be pledged by a fraternity unless he has a t least a t 2.0
index for the semester preceding the one in which he pledged. An
upperclassman should have a cumulative index of at least 2.0.
2. The Interfraternity Council should raise the scholastic requirement for initiation. To be eligible for initiation, a student
should have an index of 2.25 for the semester preceding initiation
plus a cumulative index of 2.0.
3. The fraternities should drop pledges who fail to meet initiation requirement for as many as two semesters following pledging

The Rollins Sandspur
Published weekly a t Rollins College, Winter Park,
Florida. Member of Associated Collegiate Press an
Florida Intercollegiate Press Association. Publication office—Room 8, Carnegie Hall, telephom
4-9891. Entered as second class matter Novembei
under the act of March 3, 1879. Subscription price-14, 1925 a t the Post Office at Winter Park, Florida
$1.50 one term, $2.50 two terms, $3.50 full year.
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Day Students Offeree
Tuition Reduction —
Scholarship Awards

Students rehearse oh the special platform staging for T H E MASTER BUILDER, a Fred Stone production.

Special Production Of
The Master Builder
Given At Fred Stone
The Department of Theatre A r t s
is presenting a special platform
style staging of. T H E MASTER
BUILDER by Henrick Ibsen in the
Fred Stone Theatre J a n u a r y 13,
14, 15, and 16. This experimental
production will be directed b y
Donald S. Allen. The adaptation is
by Alex Johnson of the Creative
Writing Workshop, based on an
idea by Howard Bailey.
The cast includes Jack Randolph,
Leland Kimball, Harvey Pylant,
Eugene Conley, Geraldine Pacino,
Priscilla Dimock and J a n e Frankenberg.
The Box Office will open evenings of the performances at 7:45
p.m. Faculty, Staff and Students
admitted without charge. No reserved seats. Curtain a t 8:30 p.m.

HIGH SCHOOL SENIORS TESTED
SAT. FOR ENTRANCE TO ROLLINS
Last Saturday a new Test Center of the College Entrance Examination Board was officially
opened a t Rollins College. High
school seniors from Winter Park,
Sanford, Daytona, and New Smyr.
na were counted among those tested under the supervision of John
O. Rich, Rollins' Director of Admission, who has been appointed
Supervisor of the Rollins' Test
Center by Board headquarters in
New York City.
Students tested on Saturday are
candidates for admission to Rollins, Duke University, M.I.T., Harvard, and a number of other membership institutions. The testing
began at 9 a.m. and continued until 6 p.m., during which hours the

HI - FIDELITY
AT

WHOLESALE PRICES

LAIRD RADIO
131 Lincoln Ave (Post Office Bldg.) Phone 3-1011

RCA and Philco Radio and TV

same tests were also administered
at several hundred test Centers
throughout all parts of the world.
"The College Entrance Examination Board is a group of 155
colleges which have one paramount
interest in common, i.e. the better
selection of students for college
admission," Rich stated. "These socalled College Board Colleges, of
which Rollins is one of the most
recently elected members, share
the conviction t h a t the only students who should be admitted are
those who will fit into the college
community and get some genuine
intellectual value from it."
•The principal purpose of the
College Board scores in admissions
is that they can be used to sharpen
the descripition of the candidate's
mind and to increase the accuracy
with which his performance in
college can be predicted.
One of the basic criteria for college admission should always be
whether the applicant has the sort
of mind t h a t can cope with the
academic work of the college to
which he is applying. As an efficient and effective aid to such a
criterion, the College Entrance Examination Board enjoys more prestige than any other testing agency
now in existence.
The Tests will be given a t Rollins again, as elsewhere, on March
13th and May 22nd.

PAPA RAPETTI
for Spaghetti
The Only One of Its Kind
From Coast to Coast
1025 N. ORLANDO AVE.
U. S. Highway 17-92
Winter P a r k
Phone 3-9641

Rollins College next year will
reduce tuition fees for day students in the Orlando-Winter Park
area from $1100 to $900.
In announcing the new schedule
of fees, Hugh F . McKean, president,
said
that
achievement
scholarships which have hereto
fore been awarded only to boarding students would be made available to day students as well.
These scholarships will range in
value from $100 to $500, and will
be awarded on the basis of academic achievement, financial need,
and qualities of personality and
character t h a t give promise of
leadership, McKean said. Thus
worthy students may attend Rollins for as little as $400.
Under the new plan, day students receiving achievement scholarships will be required to work
for at least one third of the financial aid granted.
"We believe it is important,"
McKean said, "for capable students to have the opportunity for
the best type of college education.
This opportunity should not be
withheld from those who are not
in a financial position to pay the
regular fees of the college.
"However, we believe it is easy
for colleges to pauperize some of
their blest students' and to develop
unhealthy attitudes by leading
them to expect special privileges
without effort on their part. By
requiring students to work for
part of the financial aid granted,
Rollins attempts to develop selfreliance and maturity in its scholarship students."

HONOR STUDENTS
FOR FALL TERM
Registrar Koehler announces the
following students for the Fall
Tern Honor Roll. (Names are listed alphabetically and not in order
of rank.)
Franklin R. Banks
Myra B. Brown
Lonnie P. Carruth
Mary Frances Chapman
Charlotte Colby Danly
Ethel I. Deikman
Daniel G. W. del Rio
Stavros A. Demopoulos
Faith R. Emeny
Carol Farquharson
James A. Graaskamp
Daniel A. Haight
William B. Hardy
William T. House
Jane E. Hunsicker
John R. Joy
Lorraine E. Kaelber
Kathleen P. Klein
Jane Laverty
Shirley A. Leech
Iris I. Mabie
Edwina Martin
Mary Susan Mauk
Shirley Ann Miller
Joseph Francis Mulson
Orville R, Myrabo
John L. Opdyke
Kenneth Francis Peloquin
John D. Philips
John H. Rhodes
Howard L. Richards
Janet H. Rozier
A. Margaret Sias
Eleanor Signaigo
Maude Singleton
Russell Skinner
Banks D. Thomas
Donald R. Vassar
Mary Elizabeth Wagley

Pictured on the center steps are, left to right, Dorothy Evelyn, Fred
Marsh, Jr., and Philip Drosdik, three of this term's entering students.
Other entering students are, Robert Brown, Anita Clearly, B a r r e t
Hoekstra, Frank Swanson, and Richard Trisner.

STATE AUTO BODY WORKS

Give Yw Watch A New
look With A Hew Band

•
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S a n d s p u r

ROLLINS PLAYERS-MUSIC GUILD
TO PRODUCE TW0--IN-0NE SHOW
The Rollins Players, with the
cooperation of the Student Musical
Guild, will present two one-act
musicals, "Trial by J u r y " and
Down in the Valley," in the Annie
iussell Theatre, Rollins College,
m J a n u a r y 26, 27, 28, 29, 30 Tuesday through Saturday, at 8:30.
"Trial by J u r y " is Gilbert and
Jullivan's popular satire of t h e
English law courts. I t is an imjossible story about a breach of
romise suit in which the dilemna is solved by the Judge's decision to m a r r y the girl himself. The
principal roles are sung by Ann
Palmer as the Plaintiff, Louis Ingram as the Defendant, Charles
Mendell as the learned Judge, John
Jpellein as the Counsel, and Kenneth Pahel as t h e court Usher.
"Down in the Valley," whWii
comprises the second half of the
bill, is a new folk opera by K u r t
j Weill with the libretto by Arnold
! Sundgaard. The score is based on
! familiar folk songs such a s "Down
j in the Valley", "The Lonesome
I Dove", "Little Black Train", "Hop
Up; My Ladies", and "Sourwood
Mountain."
The principals in "Down in the
Valley" are Marie Perkins as Jennie Parsons, William Hardy as
Brack Weaver, Ross Rosazza as
Leader of the Chorus, Mike Campshort of your great American bell as Thomas Bouche, and Carlenovel — poems, short stories, ton Clark as Jennie's F a t h e r .
sketches and essays are eagerly
The- Musical direction is by
accepted."
Robert Hufstader with Wilbur
Besides material, the Flamingo Dorsett as the stage director. The
staff is in need of cartoonists, il- square dance in "Down in t h e Vallustrators, and proof
readers. ley" is directed by B a r b a r a ZeigFreshmen should be especially in- ler.
terested since anyone interested in
The supporting casts and chorus
running for editorship of the mag- for both musicals are composed of:
azine must have served for at least Pete Adams, Ed Angier, J a m e s
two years on the staff.
Browne, Jennie Lou Blakely, Ann
Contributions must be submitted Bowers, Roger
Bentley,
Irene
to Ethel Deikman or t h e Flamingo Drake Sonia Dorwitt, Bruce Elby February 12.
well, Evelyn
Fishman,
Sylvia

HUMOR MAGAZINE PLANNED NEXT
ROLLINS GRAD
BY FLAMINGO EDITOR AND STAFF
BRINGS HONOR
THROUGH POEMS
A volume of poems by Stella
Weston Tuttle, Miami, a Rollins
graduate, has just been published
by Kaleidograph Press, Dallas,
Texas, it was announced yesterday.
The book, entitled Nor Bitter
Nor Profane, contains 45 poems
and is the result of Mrs. Tuttle
winning the 23rd
K a 1 e i d ograph book publication
contest
for 1953.
Mrs.
Tuttle
won the contest
in
competition
with
poets
throughout
the;
country.
One of Florida's best known Dean Tuttle
poets, Mrs. Tuttle has had her work published in
such magazines as The Saturday
Review, The Saturday Evening
Post, The Ladies' Homes Journal,
Good Housekeeping and others.
A native of Minnesota, she lives
with her husband, H a r r y E. Tuttle,
a t the Gralynn Hotel. Her married
daughter, Mrs. J. W. Usher, is also
a Rollins graduate.

Ethel Deikman, Flamingo Editor,
asks student opinion on the next
issue being a humor magazine. The
staff is now in the market for cartoons, satires, and even old jokes
retold.
Even though the emphasis in
this year's second issue of The
Flamingo will be on humor, any
work, will be considered. To quote
Ethel, "We are the magazine to
which you should send everything

Representative Work
Of Whitman Is Shown

Graves, Frances Henry, Eddie Hotalang, Cary Lee Keen, Warren
Lewis, Susan Mauk, Ken Meiser,
Nancy McMillan, J e a n Newton,
Elizabeth Otis, Marion Poison,
William Pigman, Lovina Parntenter, Arden Roth, Howard Richards,
Philip Reece, Sally Rubenstein,
Phil Schmitt, Dixon Thomas, Cynt h i a Wellenkamp and Clark Warren.
The Annie Russell Theatre box
office will be open every day from
2:00 until 5:00, beginning Tuesday, J a n u a r y 19. In Orlando tickets can be secured from Edna
Paul, Room 139, Jefferson Court
Hotel, phone Orlando 2-5366.

CASA DISPLAYS
TABAUD OILS
A one-rhan show of oil paintings by J e a n Tabaud, French artist, will be on exhibition at Casa
Iberia, Rollins College campus,
from 2-5 p.m. daily.
Tabaud, a well known ballet
dancer until he injured his spine
in 1943, has exhibited his paintings
in the Salon d'Hiver in Paris, and
has had one-man shows in France,
Casablanca and Tangier. His first
one-man show in this country was
in Washington.
Mr. Tabaud was present at the
opening J a n u a r y 11 and will be
on campus through this week.

An exhibit of Whitmaniana is
on display at the Mills Memorial
Library.
The exhibit is probably both the
largest and most representative of
the works of Whitman ever shown
in Florida. A cornerstone is a
copy of the r a r e first issue of the
_irst edition of "Leaves of Grass"
dated 1855. The book formerly be
longed
to
Katherine
Holland
Brown, Orlando novelist.
Also included are two important
manusciipts in Whitman's handwriting. One deals with "Death"
and "Democracy", two of the great
themes of his poetry. The other relates to his service as a nurse during the Civil War.

B. GUY ELLIS, JR.
AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE
Welbourne and New York Ave.

Phone 4-3771
PAINTING AND
BODY WORK
INBOARD BOAT AND
PROPELLER
REPAIRS

When you pause..•make it count...have a Coke

24 Hour Wrecker

Coordinated Swedjer Dress
that combines smart fashion
with free, easy action.

He

(Joklew
GIFT

Printed Cotton Dress. Self
looping around scooped
neckline and armholes. White
100% Zephyr Wool Cardigan
sweater trimmed with print
and looping. Red, Navy,
Grey and Black.

SHOP

We invite you to make our store your headquarters
for all types of GIFTS in W I N T E R PARK.
COSTUME

JEWELRY

CHINA
GREETING CARDS
208 S. P a r k Ave.

Sizes 10 to

HANDBAGS
CRYSTAL
LEATHER

GOODS

Winter P a r k

BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY

ORLANDO COCA COLA BOTTLING COMPANY
"Coke" is a registered trade-mark.

1954,

The Coca-Cola Company

29.

$19.95

FRANCES SLATER
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Headaches, Ice and Snow Complicate
Students* Return To Rollins College
by Bob Townsend
"Goodbye! Don't drive too fast!
Goodbye! Are you sure you have
everything?
Now don't
drive
straight through!" I was trying to
leave home to drive back to Winter
Park. It was 11:00 o'clock on the
day after New Year's and I had a
throbbing hangover which made
the prospect of driving 1200 miles
back to Rollins even grimmer than
usual.
My parents continued to shout
last minute instructions and precautions at me as I swung out of
the driveway, skidding in half circles on the icy street. Oh, what
a joyous d a y ! What, I ask you,
what could be more charming than
driving' 1200 miles through ice,
rain, and Georgia? That's right,
there's nothing in this World that
can quite measure up to it, thank
God!

direction seemed to be a signal for
our car to give a sickening lurch
and skid towards the other side of
the road. At the last moment it
always snapped back, but not before my stomach had crawled up
into my mouth.
We pulled in for gas about half
way to Baltimore, and received
our first free weather information
of the trip. From the prophet of
the' highway, the gas station attendant.
"Youll never make it!" he said.
"My aunt just came back from
Miami, Florida, and she said the
roads were so bad even the buses
weren't running! You better not
t r y it tonight!"

One last gulp and the pill was
safely
down. Restful
oblivion
came over me and the little men
with their hammers took time out
for chow. When I came to again,
we were stopped in yet another gas
Ah, those encouraging words! station because Phil wanted to
Filled with gas and rosy expecta- check the oil.
tions we continued on our way.
"Where are you boys headed,"
Those good old buses — I wish asked the asmatic attendant, peert h a t just once they would stop ing sharply a t our beady, red eyes.
running even for a few hours, but "If you're trying to go south, you
no, they continued to t r y to run better quit right now, why even
us off the road all through the day. the buses . . . "
I think we now hold the record
"We know, we know," Phil said
for the slowest trip ever made wearily and climbed aboard.
from New York to Baltimore, but
"Say, if you're looking for a
about 10:00 that night we saw
through the rain t h a t we had place to rest, I got some cabins out
passed Baltimore and were on our back."
way to Richmond.
"No,"
we cried in unison, and
We were almost out of
gas started on our way once again.
again. This time the gas station
At long last we reached Rocky
man pleaded with us not to go on."
Mount. Things were bound to g e t
"Don't t r y it tonight, boys," he
better now. With reckless abandon
cried. "Not even the buses are
we pulled into one of t h a t city's
large neon-lighted service stations.

Focusing my bleary eyes on the
road, I somehow got the car over
to Phil's house, where I was supposed to pick up Phil and Sid for
the trip back. New York City has
THE FOUR D E L T S : Karslake, W a r r e n Ledgerwood, Elwell
been called one of the most unusual cities in the world and one
of the most beautiful, but somehow this morning it seemed to consist mainly of traffic-filled streets
-and cars whose only purpose in
"The Four Delts" are appearing at the Winter P a r k Rotary Club at life was to leap out of side streets
as I came by, ready to crush my
this evening a t the Orange County a later date.
car to the shape of a tooth-pick.
Children's Home as the first of ten
The series of attractions which The brakes were steaming when I
attractions to be presented there will appear a t t h e Home will infinally reached Phil's abode.
by Lou Ingram. The smooth Delta clude popular music, a string enChi band is playing a forty-five semble, song and dance, readings,
They greeted me with cheerful
minute program which will include and magic. As yet the complete
smiles (they didn't have any hangSNAPS WANTED
their own variations on "Old Mac- list of artists has not been reovers) and we fell to the job of
There
is plenty of space availDonald Had A F a r m " and a num- vealed but it Is known t h a t Dick
stowing our gear in the trunk. At
able
and
a great need for inber of Stephen Foster melodies. Dixon, A r t Brophy, Harvey Pylant, last everything was jammed in;
formal snapshots of students,
and
the
Rollins
Singers
will
a
p
Bill Karslake, Bruce Elwell,
we said thirty more goodbyes, and
single, in pairs, or in groups for
Frank Ledgerwood, and Clark W a r - pear.
were off in a cloud of —.
the 1954 TOMOKAN. Please
Lou
Ingram
got
the
idea
for
this
ren makes up the rythmic fourThe roads which had been slight- send to Box 229 immediately or
some which is making a strong bid series from Judge Mattie F a r m e r
when
he
was
arranging
a
Christly icy in the city turned out to be contact Marcia Mattox.
to become the most popular campus band. "The Four Delts" will ap- mas program for the Home. "We better than a skating rink as we I
pear in the Indie Men's Talent are going to give the kids a good progressed southward. The ap- running!" His piteous screams
Show finals on J a n u a r y 21st and time by offering amusing attrac- proach of a car from the opposite were still ringing in our ears as
tions, while occasionally throwing
we pulled away, shaken but unin a feature of cultural merit,"
daunted in our determination to
said Lou. "This is a good chance
reach Rollins by the time classes
for each of us in the program to
started Monday morning.
give something of ourselves to
It was my t u r n to sleep in the
brighten the lives of these chilMrs.
John Andre Stewart has
dren."
become the 83rd member of the back seat, while Phil and Sid guidMills Library Book-A-Year Club, ed t h e car on its way south. A t
James Duncan Phillips, president, long last, thought I to myself, I
can get some sleep and be rid of
announced yesterday.
this hangover. But no, I had forMrs. Stewart, former owner of \ gotten about my wisdom teeth.
The Chocolate Shop on P a r k Ave- | During the vacation I had had all
Repaired and Sold
Rollins*
nue ,is now secretary at the Rol- 'four of them pulled. By taking
lins College Commons. She took four white tablets when t h e denout the membership in memory of tist said to take only one, I had
Own
her husband.
managed to pass the whole holiFunds from the membership will day without feeling a thing — of
Phone 4-4971
be used to buy a book-a-year for course I fell flat on my face and
120 E- Welbourne Avenue
the Mills Memorial Library.
had to be roused with a slug of
scotch, but a t least there was ho
pain.

INGRAM AND "THE FOUR DELTS"
APPEAR IN FIRST OF TEN SHOWS

Stewart Takes 83rd
Club Membership

DON'T

FORGET

TYPEWRITERS
Welbourne Ave.
Repair Shop

TONY

PERKINS
In

THE ACTRESS
With

WARD'S LONGWOOD HOTEL
OPEN 12 NOON SUNDAY

HARPER'S TAVERN

At

and

THE COLONY
THEATRE

RESTAURANT

January 26 and 27

With happy smiles we piled out
of the car and headed inside. But
not quick enough to escape the
eyes of the eagle-eyed attendant.
He doubled up with laughter a t
the sight of us.
Our collective pride was h u r t .
What if we had a two-days growth
of beard, what if our clothes were
a little mussy and had some mustard on them, whose business was
it? If we had opened our eyes all
the way, we would have bled t o
death. W E
WERE
ROLLINS
M E N ! Could we give up now so
close to our goal? Certainly not.
Heads held high, a t least as high
as we could force them, we stated
t h a t we were going to be in Winter
P a r k by 6:00 p.m. Sunday. We r e ceived the same statement as before—"You'll never make it."
Once more we were on our weary
way. Next stop—the PIG, an allnight eating place where we were
to rendezverous with some more
of the Rollins crew. As we entered
the establishment we were greeted
with a g r e a t ovation.
We discussed the trip and New
Year's Eve with these other staunch Rollins men who had braved
the highway to reach college in
time for classes. Finally we managed to drag ourselves back to t h e
four-wheeled monster and off once
more. Our next stop—Rollins!

Now the drugs were starting to
wear off and I became aware of
several large, not to say huge,
holes in the rear of my mouth.
Each of them felt as if a little
man with a pneumatic hammer was
in the bottom of the hole drilling
I shall spare you the rest of t h a t
for oil. I was looking for a knife
sordid trip. Suffice it to say t h a t
or gun to kill myself when I reat 6:09 p.m. a small, extremely
membered that I still had one pill
dirty car was seen entering Winter
left in the glove compartment.
P a r k at a high r a t e of speed. The
next morning as I dozed in class,
I could think of only one thing —
we had made it! Not in t h e first
night, or early the next day, b u t
those mighty prophets of the highways had been proven conclusively
wrong. We had made it!

Rollins Faculty and Students Welcome
former owner of World's Holiday Inn. Steaks - Chicken Smithfield Ham - Sea Food. Catering to Parties & Banquets.
Phone W.P. 26-3251
Cocktail Lounge
Open Daily 5 P.M.
On the Old Highway halfway between Orlando and Sanford
1 mile of Highway 17-92.

Jean Simmons
Spencer Tracy

Quickly I reached for it and
jammed it into my mouth. Too late
I remembered there was no water
available with which to ease the
golf ball down. It became stuck
half way down. I choked at my
buddies, but they were too busy
rehashing New Year's Eve to pay
any attention to me. I cried out in
baby language; still no answer.
Little red dots began to swim before my eyes and scenes out of my
childhood raced by. They never
even noticed.

PATRONIZE YOUR
ADVERTIZERS
RECORDS

Cocktail Lounge open from
9 A.M. to 12 P.M.
DANCING NIGHTLY

MUSIC

Zhe Music Box
WINTIR PARK

539 West Fairbanks
Phone for reservations 3-9511
M. A. Nasser Proprietor

HI-FI and Television by MAGNAVOX
333 Park Avenue
!

Evelyn & Arnold Menk
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by Dick Bible*

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS
^'rMSSS
FIFTY PUCKS ^
• KglZE MONEY FORTH'
SEST LOOKm*
COSTUME —
SETTER.
A PATE
PANC6.'

Rollins

"MISS AMERICA"
STATE FINALS
HELD IN TAMPA

by Marcia Mattpx

Announcement has been made by
the Junior Chamber of Commerce
that Orlando will send a representative to the state finals of the
"Miss America" pageant which
will be held in Tampa on May 1.
This decision was reached by the
Board of Directors.
Mr. P a t Flanagan was appointed
chairman, and the committee selected for the successful operation of this project i s : prizes, Wellborn Phillips, J r . and Bill Coleman;
judges, Andy F e r r e s ; personal contacts, Reg Murray; civic clubs,
Grover Bryan; parade, jRay Schad;
stage manager, Warren Sanders;
publicity, Sumner Rand and Tom
Donahue;
selection
committee
Sammy Roen and Edith Royal;
production of show, Ken Snelling
All local girls between the ages
of eighteen and twenty-six who
are high school graduates or will
graduate in June, and who are unmarried are being invited to compete for the honor of representing
Orlando a t the state finals.

"FACE" ON BASS
If there is doubt in anyone's dent musical. Still, he has time to
mind as to whether or not Rollins go around with the students.
is capable of producing good mu,
Winnie Gray gave a very excelsicians, it shoul
lent performance as did Miss N e k now be definite
ton whose worst should become a
ly dispelled. O
criteria to which other voice maJ a n u a r y 8, Mis;
jors could aspire. Dixon Thomas
Jeannine Homer]
played in virtuoso fashion whipgave a recital fo
ping through a rather rough rouPhi Beta t h a t was
tine with only a slight sign of exthe best I have;
ertion on his part. He even got
heard in "Winter
down with the audience and played
Park. She played
the Butterfly Etude of Chopin
works by Bach,
twice.
Scarlotti,
Schu-M
An amazing thing! The Woman's
bert,
Chopin,
McFarlain
Clubs of Winter Park and Cocoa
Schumann, Bartok, Liszt, and Les- both have wicker chairs, but in
chitizky. While all t h e selections Cocoa one's ears are not constantly
were played with a high degree of being affronted by their "Wickerexcellence, the Etudes in forms de ing."
Variations by Schumann highlighWord has it that Winter Park's
ted the program. These Etudes de- leading entrepreneur is planning a
mand a great degree of strength series of entertainment, including
and technique which Jeannine dis- much of our Rollins musical talent
played for her large audience.
for the Orange County Home.
Thursday, J a n u a r y 8, Winifred
Gary, Jeanne Newton, and Dixon Feature Writers To
Thomas went to Cocoa to give a
joint recital. Professors
Carter Meet Monday Night
and Rosazza went with t h e group
All persons having written or
—Mr. Carter as accompanist, and
desiring to write feature artiMr. Rosazza as announcer.
cles for the Sandspur are urged
An amazing man is Mr. Rosazza. to meet in the Sandspur Office
His schedule is jammed with teach- this coming Monday night Janing, the Bach Festival, ana taking uary 18, a t 9:30. Assignments
the lead in the forthcoming stu- will be given out a t this time.
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"Miss America," the Jaycees feel
is- residing right here in Orlando.
She will not be the most glamorous
girl in America, nor perhaps t h e
most talented, but she will be a
typical American girl with charm,
poise, intelligence, character and
the sincere ambition to develop
her talent through the opportunities offered by participating in
the contest.
Former "Miss Americas" definitely warn the Jaycees t h a t beauty alone will not win the coveted
title, for pageant officials are
seeking the typical American girl
who might be your next door
neighbor.
r
The committee is asking the
citizens to aid in the search for
"Miss Orlando." If she lives next
dopr to you and you write us a
letter or telephone us the information, said P a t Flanagan, we will
then contact her and her parents,
so that they will fully understand
how our contest is to be conducted
and why she has been invited to
participate.
Applications can be obtained by
calling 6821 or from any of the
above chairmen.

Christmas is over, but not soon to be forgotten. I t brought with it
one short vacation, and many long-remembered parties. The New York
area was the scene of many a Rollins get together. Cyndy Wellenkamp,
Sid Katz, Lee Beard, Norm Gross, Joan Wilkinson, Hugh Mitchell, and
Joe Dallanegra represented Rollins a t the Meadowbrook in New Jersey.
They report seeing Gail and John DeGrove and dancing to the music
of Johnny Long.
The crowd in the next largest city included Nan Cochran, Ray
McMullin, Dave Jaffray, Ross Fleischmann, and Bill Pautler, who saw
the town and Rollins alums Debbie Bissell and Jeanne and Dubac Preece.
New Years Eve saw Twid and F r a n k Ledgerwood, Vladimir Koral,
Phil Murray, and Bob Goddard, a t a p a r t y a t Bob Townsend's home.
Meredith Nail joined the million on Times Square. Sis Atlass spent
the evening in the sunny south, Nassau, no less.
Red Jackson's wedding to J e r r y Shively, Harvard grad, brought
Harry Chauncey, Bob Buck, J a n Reas, Bob MacHardy, and Jackie Kevorkian as well-wishers.
Several Rollins gals made their debuts during vacation, Boots
Salantine in Milwaukee, Pris Dimock and Carol Beardsley a t the Holly
Ball in West Hartford, Conn., and Wanda Hogue and J o Cayll at Or.
lando's Charity Ball.
Alfredo Millet spent p a r t of his vacation playing tennis in the
Dixie Tournament in Tampa, and the Sugar Bowl Tournament in New
Orleans. While in N.O. he looked up Dave Redding and the two found
time to tour the French Quarter.
Back to college. And good luck to Eleanor Signiago who is transfering to the University of Chattanooga; Happy Jordan who left due to
illness, and Kay Dunlap, Carol Farquharson, and Margie Meece who
will spend the second semester a t the American University in Washington, D. C. Also a big welcome to Mike Aufiero, John Thibodeau, and
Pat Greene, who just couldn't stay away — yes, they missed Rollins!
T'he party swing' started again Friday afternoon with the Kappa's
and KA's celebrating a basketball game they lost and won. Johnny
Jordan, Bob Nichols, and H a r r y Smith represented the winning team,
with Barb Bremerman and Jean Booth showing good sportsmanship as
loosers.
After trouncing their hapless pledges in football that afternoon,
the Delta Chi's had a party Saturday night, with Bruce Lee interrupting the festivities to t a k e pictures "for national distribution"—in common language, the Public Relations Department, the Rollins View, and
the Tomokan.
Open houses also r a n thick and interesting last week. The Gamma
Phi's gave a Parisian open house with a five piece orchestra providing
music far into the night—Mrs. Fitz chased them out a t 10:45. The
Alpha Phi pledges entertained Wednesday night.
This weekend will be highlighted by the annual Lambda Chi costume ball at Dubs. The Miss New Year trophy will again be awarded,
with prizes for the best costumes donated by local merchants. Bob
Buck and Mrs. Pancoast will be there in costume—won't you?
Delta Chi's serenaded long distance Monday night — Gerry Spreyregen gave his pin to a girl in New York!
Pledged: Sue Cameron, Pi Phi Matt Sinnott, X Club.
Pinned: Phyllis Taylor, Phi Mu and Joe Hunt, KA.
Engaged: Joyce Chancellor, Phi Mu and Gordon W. McKinney,
Lincoln, Nebraska.
Steph Swicegood, Pi Phi and George Miller, KA.

Broke Your Glasses?

Need Glasses?
RAMSDELL'S

OPTICIANS

Just 4 Blocks From Campus
146 Park Avenue

Several lovely dresses and other merchandise
to be given away as door prizes

ROBBIES
SPEND A QUIET EVENING ON OUR DANCE
FLOOR. MAKE IT A
DATE FOR THE TOUCH
DOWN CLUB THIS SATURDAY.

TELEVISION

Wed. Night Boxing
Saturday Football

SEE OUR NEW LANZ DEPT.
Stunning new Spring styles by the leaders in young fashion

REFRESHMENTS

*tU~ (RtrZtZf
IN "PROCTOR CENTRE

WINTER PARK
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COME ACROSS-3. Funds were provided for the
support of a retired Rollins professor in a local nursing home.
4. Money was made available to
one of the campus' Negro workers
for his daughter's hospital bills.
5. A subscription to a local newspaper was taken care of for the
Infirmary.
.t
6. Education was provided for
two Seminole youths.

Students take charge of the Day Nursery in Winter Park.
by Myra Brown
Since the close of the Chapel's
fund drive last year a total of $2,098 has been invested in worthy
and beneficial projects for those
in need in our community and
abroad, and for us on the Rollins
campus.
Take a quick look at w h a t . h a s

been accomplished by the Campus
Chest during the past year —
1. $734 was loaned to Rollin
students through the Dean's Fund
(all but $20 of that amount has
been repaid by those same stu
dents).
2. The Infirmary received a $50
radio for the enjoyment of its
patients.

The following is the first letter to the students of Rollins
College from their 11 year old
son in Korea, Kim Young Hwa.
My dear Foster Parents,
I find good sceneries in Autumn in Korea.
Unfortunately I have a leg
which I can't use, but the other
day Dr. Linton got me a artificial leg. I have been taking
exercises for walk every day
and I can walk well now. You
will probably be able to realize
t h a t how I am happy now.
Another thing I feel very
happy is t h a t there are my foster parents who will take care
of me. However a disabled 1
may be, I am encouraged very
much and I am ambitious.
I like singing from the first,
and especially being happy 1
am singing all the time and
spending days merrily with my
friends.

Louis Fusaro presents Principal Otey 1500 books.
Committees will be able to assume
their rightful function both in the
life of the community and in our
own lives here on the campus. The
Chest must be full, however, to be
worthwhile. With the impetus
gained over the past two years it
has been able to be of far more

meaningful service than in previous years. Another
successful
year will mean twice as many opportunities to help.
The Chapel Staff sincerely hopes
than when its members contact
you next week that you will gladly
come across—for them and for us.

Your son,
Kim Young Hwa
7. Over 1500 books were collected
for the Hungerford High School
library.
8. A substantial donation, was
made to World University Service
to provide for the education of
students in war torn
countries
throughout the world.
9. A cart to carry small items
for sale to patients was donated
to Orlando's Orange Memorial
Hospital.
10. Orlando's Child* Welfare
group received aid from the Campus Chest.
11. A chimney and stove were installed in the Hannibal Square Library.
12. A large play truck was given
to the Winter P a r k Day Nursery.
13. Flowers were sent to the
sick.
Theodora and Kim Young Hwa are fed, clothed and cared for by
14. A donation to buy children's
International Relations contributions.
books was given to the Hannibal
Square Library.
15. Rollins students attended a
Welfare Conference in Jacksonville, Florida.
16. Clothes were collected and
shipped to Korea.
17. Food, clothing and Christmas packages were provided • for
Theodora Manzari, Greek war orphan and Kim Young Hwa, Korean war orphan. (Kim Young
Hwa is new to the Rollins Family.
He replaces Wieslaw Ostrowski
who is now old enough to care for
himself and is no longer under the
jurisdiction of the Foster Parent's
Plan.)
The above list of accomplishments, would have been impossible
to undertake but for the generosity of the students, the faculty
and the staff of Rollins College.
This year there is but one appeal
to make and t h a t is for your support to meet the budget for 1954
which has been calculated to
amount to $2,000. This budgeted
figure is all-inclusive and provides
operating expenses for International Relations, Race Relations
and Community Service commit
tees, the Conference Fund and the
Dean's Fund.
Students are able to borrow money from the Dean's Fund when they
With your support in filling this
ar
year's Campus Chest the Chapel |
e in financial straits.

A contribution to World University Service provides the educational
opportunities for students throughout the world.

This little boy is quick to care for his sister; the Chapel Staff hopes
you will be as quick to care for those in need on this campus, in this
community and abroad.

-FOR THEM AND FOR US
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Intramural Basketball Opens

i i i w »••' " '

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

by Dick Bibler

Rollins

OPENING RACE
WITH WISCONSIN
ON FEBRUARY 5
by Jim Locke

Softball Game Called Off;
Alpha Phi, Indie Play Fri.
by Alison Desseau
The girls' intramural softball season opened on a low note last
Monday when the game between the Pi Phi's and Theta's had to be
cancelled because second base was submerged in Florida's liquid sunshine. The game will be played a week from Saturday and should be
exciting, as Kay Dunlap pitches against Barbara Moynahan.
Kay has supported the victorious Theta team for two years and
Barbi, a Pi Phi pledge is expected to do a superior job on the mound.
Tomorrow the Alpha Phi's wil
meet the Indies in what might be
an extremely close game. The Alpha Phi's have their new pledge
Bobbie Feidt pitching for them
while fielding will be N a t Rice
Sandy Shephard, Sue Reed, and
Sidney Kromer.
The Indie nine, which finished
high in last season's standing, will
be buit up around four members
of last year's squad. Peggy Sias
is pitching, while playing in the
field will be among others Barbara
Hackman, Sunny Dorwitt, and
June Levit.

Nyimicz Posts Ladder
For Golf Prospects
Coach Dan Nyimicz has announced that a ladder has been set
up for the challange round which
will aid greatly in t h e choice of
this year's varsity golf squad.
Nyimicz, in his first year as Tar
golf mentor, will have three returning veterans from last year's
squad which hit its stride a t the
end of the schedule, topping the
Stetson Hatters 10-8 in the final
match of the season.
Other names which are scheduled to appear on the ladder are
freshmen Ed Dinga, Ken Pahel
and Stew Maples. Freshman and
transfer prospects will join up
with veterans Bruce Remsberg,
Denny Folken and Bill Boggess to
round out the 1954 Tar golfers.

ORLANDO AUTO
LAUNDRY
Have experts wash
your car
in five minutes
$1.25
1405

N.

MILLS ST.

Intramural Crew Set
For Feb. 14th Opener
All groups have stated their intention to enter crews in the 1954
intramural crew run-offs which
are slated to begin on February 14.
Each group will enter a crew
consisting of four oarsmen and a
cox and is required to have at
least eight practices before the
opening date. At this time there
is some controversy as to whether
any group shall be allowed more
than one varsity letterman in a
shell.
Sigma Nu was the victor last
year in this event with Kappa Alpha running a close second. Great
interest has been stirred up over
this year's competition with some
of the crews already practicing on
the waters of the Lake Maitland
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Launching the 1954 varsity
crew season a bit prematurely, the
ambitious Tars will play the role
of hosts and perhaps giant-killers
on February 5, against a mighty
and awesome University of Wisconsin eight.
*
The Badgers of Wisconsin,
famed in national racing circles
and possessors of the 1951 National Rowing Championship, are
carpetbagging down to Florida
during their semester break for
mid-winter frolic on Lake Maitland.
Foregoing t h e frigid climes
of Wisconsin, the Badgers, with
a complement of eleven men,
have agreed to pay their individual expenses
for the trip.
They are combining a vacation
with what should be an arduous
workout against a
powerful
veteran Rollins shell; last year
the winner of the Florida State
Championship
and
runner-up
five out of si_
years at the Dae
Vail Regatta ir
Philadelphia.
I t should b_
stressed t h a t the
race, while of z
practice
nature
will' be run for
mally, with botl
crews using thei]
tentative
startBradley
ing varsity men.
Dr. U. T. Bradley, genial Rollins
crew coach, optimistically commented, "I know we are not in the
same class with Wisconsin, but
this one could be close." In this
statement he was referring to the
fact t h a t the Badgers have not
been in the water since before
Christmas while the Tars are diligently practicing daily on Lake
Maitland.
Upon the completion of the eagerly anticipated Wisconsin race,
the Tars will revert to the tedious
task of rounding into shape for
the official opening of the ft>wing
season. Dr. Bradley has compiled
a tentative, but power-studded,
schedule t h a t will tax the capabilities of the Tars to the utmost,
opening on March 27, against a
highly regarded Boston University eight.
On either May 1 or 8 Rollins
will tangle in post-season competition at Lakeland when the
Tars will defend their Florida
State Championship.
One week later Bradley and entourage will migrate northward to
fthe Dad Vail Regatta at Philadelphia with fervent hopes t h a t this
year they might emerge from the
festivities as bride instead of
bridesmaid.

CHIP SHOTS
BY A L L E E CHATHAM
Unexpected showers prevented
two anxious teams, Theta and Pi
Phi, from opening the 1954 softball season with their scheduled
game. Both teams, after practicing the week before, were ready
to play their first game, which
should be one of
T'iy. -'"1
the best games?
of the
season'
when it finally
gets under way.
The Pi Phi'_
have the added
strength of pled-t
ges, Barbi Berno.k
Barbi Moynahan,p
Sandy T a y l o r ]
and Ann T o d dJ
They look good in
Chatham
practice and should, as the season
progress and teamwork improves,
be one of the top threats for the
title.
The Theta's, in their effort to
retire the trophy, will be relying
on six returning girls from last
year's winning team.
* * *
The first game actually played
will be between the Alpha Phi's
and Indies on Friday. This should
be a top-notch game with each
team anxious to get off to a good
start. 'Game time is 4:15.
The schedule for the season is
as follows.
January 15
Alpha Phi vs Independents
January 18
Kappa vs Chi Omega
J a n u a r y 20
Pi Phi vs Gamma Phi
January 22
Theta vs Independents
January 25
Phi Mu vs Chi Omega

January 27
Alpha Phi vs Kappa
January 29
Pi Phi vs Independents
February 1
Gamma Phi vs Chi Omega
February 3
Theta vs Kappa
February 5
Phi Mu vs Alpha Phi
February 8
Pi Phi vs Chi Omega
February 10
Independents vs Kappa
February 12
Gamma Phi vs Alpha Phi
February 15
Theta vs Phi Mu
February 17
Pi Phi vs Kappa
February 19
Chi Omega vs Alpha Phi
February 22
Independents vs Phi M u
February 24
Gamma Phi vs Theta
February 26
Pi Phi vs Alpha Phi
March 1
Kappa vs Phi Mu
March 3
Chi Omega vs Theta
March 5
Independents vs Gamma Phi
March 8
Pi Phi vs Phi Mu
March 10
Alpha Phi vs Theta
March 12
Kappa vs Gamma Phi
March 15
*
Chi Omega vs Independents

The Rollins tennis players will
be journeying to St. Pete for a
tournament this week.

TAR NETMEN SCHEDULED TO ENTER
FLA. GOOD NEIGHOR TOURNAMENT
One of the big features of the 1954 Tar tennis season will be the
opportunity given to Rollins players to play in the Good Neighbor
Tournament held in Miami, March 22 thru 28.
This tournament is the major
meet held in Florida and will give
the T a r s what will be for most of
them their only chance to play
against highly ranked stars from
not only this country but Canada
and South America as well.
Varsity aspirants are now playTHEATRE
ing the challange matches which
North of Gateway
will decide varsity rankings for
the schedule which shows Rollins
HIWAY 17-92
opening against Presbyterian on
Phone 4-5261
March 16. The schedule also points
to the traditional home-and-home
series with Miami.

WINTER PARK
DRIVE-IN

Thurs, Fri, Sat

FORT VENGEANCE
RESTRING
WITH

James Craig
P i t a Moreno
In Color

First Central Fla. Showing
Sun, Mon.

A Good Point to Remember

AFFAIR IN
MONTE CARLO

LAUNDER IT

Merle Oberon
Richard Todd
In Technicolor

First Central Fla. Showing

AT THE

IAUnD£R£TT£"

STANDS UP
in your racket
• Moisture Immune
• Lasting Liveliness

We Do All the Work

COSTS LESS

ONE STOP

APPROX. STRINGING COST:

Excellent Laundry and Dry Cleaning
Ask attendant at desk for information.

161 West Fairbanks Ave.
Phone 3-4351

than gut
Pro-Fected Braid....$6.00
Multi-Ply Braid
$5.00
At tennis shops and
sporting goods stores.

Tues. Thru Sat.

WAR ARROW
Maureen O'Hara
Jeff Chandler
In Technicolor

First"Central Fla. Showing
Box Office Opens 6:00
First Show 6:45
Box Office Closes . . •
10:00 Sun. through Thurs.
10:30 Fri. and Sat.

Winter Park
ASHAWAY BRAIDED RACKET STRING
Choice of The Champions

SEND A COPY HOME
THE SANDSPUR
,

makes good reading for the faBul
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The Scoreboard
By CHUCK LAMBETH
This column's thanks to Mr. ment trail down to Tampa for the
George Cartwright and the other annual Dixie Tournament. Alofficers of Rollins College who though Alfredo lost in the quartermode the quick return to usable finals to Tony Vincent, he was
condition of the new tennis courts playing a veteran who was at the
possible.
top of his game. Vincent later lost
Although these courts are not to Gardner Mul'xoy having him at
yet in. any condition to be used set point three times in the match.
for tournament play, the Fact
Alfredo
will
still stands that they are being
tangle with Alused; and for the purpose for
berto Danel for
which they were designed, i.e. to
he number one
take the load of the phys. ed.
singles
position
classes off the upper courts.
his week as the
* * *
: e n n i s varsity
Monday night's Rollins—FSU
^oes into its chalgame gave Tar fans a chance to
enge rounds be?
see the Blue and Gold five up
o r e facing a
against top flight Florida oppositough
schedule.
tion. The FSU hardwood quintet
Lambeth
The season opens
boasts the leading individual scorMarch 16 against
er in Florida in the person of 5' 11" Presbyterian on the Rollins courts.
Ham Wernke who poured in 15
markers to back up veteran Dick
Artmeier's 22 point total.
A welcome interest is being
This loss to the Seminoles shown in this year's intramural
leaves the Tar record at 8 wins * crew season as all groups have
and 6 losses, and a state record stated their intention to enter.
of 3—1. FSU also has one loss,
Dr. U. T. Bradley should be
that being to Miami which now much encouraged by this unusual
stands as the leader in the myth- interest in intramurals since he
ical State Championship race.
has virtually no replacements for
* * *
his starting eight and usually picks
Just after the Christmas vaca- his JV crew from the intramural
ten of State's twenty-four points. tion Alfredo Millet hit the tourna- fours.
Rollins couldn't seem to really get
going until the Seminoles' big center, Rick Benson, fouled out with
four minutes remaining in the
stanza. Then the Tars pulled to
within three points of Florida
State. Score a t the end of the
The Intramural Board has anFebruary 10
quarter stood State 60, Rollins 57.
In the last stanza the Tars nounced the intramural basketball Kappa Alpha vs X Club
schedule for 1954, with the first Delta Chi vs Sigma Nu
two games of the season having
February 11
Independents vs Lambda Chi
Basketball coach Dan Nyim- been played last night.
The double round-robin sched- Delta Chi vs X Club
icz has announced that the Tars
February 17
are in need of a manager. A ule is as follows:
Independents vs Sigma Nu
January 19
qualified student would receive,
Kappa Alpha vs Lambda Chi
in addition to a managerial let- Sigma Nu vs Lambda Chi
February 18
ter, the opportunity to travel Delta Chi vs Sigma Nu
Sigma Nu vs X Club
January 20
with the team on some of its
Lambda Chi vs Delta Chi
remaining trips. Any interested Kappa Alpha vs X Club
February 24
student should contact Coach Independents vs Lambda Chi
Independents vs Kappa Alpha
January 26
Nyimicz as soon as possible.
X Club vs Lambda Chi
Delta Chi vs X Club
February 25
Independents vs Sigma Nti
Kappa Alpha vs Sigma Nu
could not get the ball away from
January 27
Independents vs Delta Chi
State often enough. Rollins was Kappa Alpha vs Lambda Chi
also hampered by sloppy ball- Sigma Nu vs X Club
The X Club, last year's basketJanuary 28
handling. The final score read
ball
champions, are slated to have
Delta Chi vs Lambda Chi
Florida State 82, Rollins 72.
their hands full warding off an
Bob MacHardy ended as high Independents vs Kappa Alpha
experienced Sigma Nu five.
February 3
scorer for the Tars with 14 points.
Bob was also Rollins' only strong Independents vs Delta Chi
The club will have three of the
Sigma Nu vs Lambda Chi
rebounder.
sparkplugs
of last year's team reFebruary
9
The Tars play a home game toDelta Chi vs Kappa Alpha
turning with team captain and
night with Florida Southern.
set-shot artist Bruce Remsburg
leading the pack. Sigma Nu, al306 Park Ave., South
Phone 4-5551
though hurt by the ruling t h a t
varsity crewmen cannot compete;
will still have a fast squad built
around Dave Smith and Chuck
Weisman.
complete line of

FSU's Artcmicr Tallies 22 Points
As Seminoles Roll Over Tars 82-72
By Ken Meiser

MacHardy, Hal
Lawler, Dave
Feldman, Connie Mack Butler, and
A well-balanced Florida State Bill Cost) piled it on the seemingcaught fjre in the last half to romp ly helpless Seminoles to lead at the
over Rollins 82 to 72 in the Winter end of the*quarter 21 to 11.
Park High School Gym last MonIn the second quarter Florida
day, January 11.
State,
led by All-State high
Rollins' lack of strong offensive
scorer Ham Wernke and 6'6"
rebounding and State's Dick ArtRick Benson, scored 25 points
meier's one-hand push shots
to the T a r s ' 16. Rollins still led
good for sixteen points in the
at the half 37 to 36.
last half M ere the telling blows
to the T a r s ' chances for their
Florida State put pressure on
ninth win of the season.
the Tars by opening the third per
Rollins started out the first iod with two fast buckets to take
stanza like a "house afire." The the lead. Artmeier went on a
starting lineup (consisting of Bob scoring spree by accounting for

The New Standard
of the

AMERICAN ROAD
Worth more when you buy it.
Worth more when you sell it.

FOR THE BEST IN FORD SERVICE SEE

HEINTZELMAN'S
ORLANDO

36 W. LIVINGSTON
P H O N E 3-3474

INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL
SCHEDULE OPENS AT REC HALL, 13TH

De Luxe Package Store

ANNUAL CLEARANCE
SALE

C*L*N¥
AIR CONDITIONED
Fri.

1/3 Off

SPORT COATS

*_>

BLOWING WILD

i'

< • * :

Gary Cooper
Barbara Stanwyck

1/3 to 1/4 Off

BEAR WHEEL ALIGNING
ALL MCGREGOR JACKETS 1/4 Off
ALL BERNHARD ALTMANN

Sun. Thru Weds.

BODY AND FRAME REPAIRING
PAINTING

PARIS EXPRESS
'•'•'.'•':•-

REPAIR WORK

Claude

•:

THE TOGGERY
OPPOSITE THE COLONY THEATRE

Sat.

•_fe_

Is your car beginning to shudder, shimmy,
and shake?

SPORT SHIRTS
SLACKS

IMPORTED and DOMESTIC LIQUORS
Wines and Beer
Winter Park, Fla.
FREE DELIVERY

FAIRBANKS AUTO SERVICE

::

511 W. Fairbanks
4-9651

,

Raines

•V

Marta Toren
First Central
Florida Showing •

I

j
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Big Leaders In The Social {Science
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Sandspur

Kearney Gives Talk
O n Film Production

The second in a series of lectures on the production of motion
pictures will be held tomorrow.
The series, sponsored by the
Sandspur Staff, features Cqjonel
Robert E. Kearney, Chief of the
Production Division of the Air
Photographic and Charting Service
a t Orlando Air Force Base. The
lectures will cover the many
phases of motion film production
and the use of motion pictures in
the Armed Forces.
Colonel Kearney has been engaged in all phases of the motion
picture industry in various capacities.
He was called back to the service as a reserve officer in 1940.
While at F t . Belvoir, Virginia, he
planned, constructed and operated
a complete motion picture studio
and laboratory for the Corps of
Engineers there.
He trained and commanded the
602nd Army Camouflage Battery
from January 1934, until after VJ
Day.
Colonel Kearney was released
Newly tapped for Pi Gamma M u / N a t i o n a l Social Science honorary, are, Kay Dunlap, Robin Metzger, from active duty in 1949. He then
Carol Farquharson, Bud (Reich and second row, Joseph Ipaacs, Faith Emeny, Kemp Norman, Allee Chatham became Vice President and General Manager of a Hollywood corand Ray McMullin.

poration producing motior
for television.
Colonel Kearney'ii lecture will
btj/in at 4:30 in the Annie RusteD
Theatre.

FACULTY SERIES
BEGINS SUNDAY
Rollins College Conservatory of
Music will open its annual Faculty
Recital Series when it presents
The New Music Quartet, Sunday,
Jan. 17 at 8:80 p.m. in the Annie
Russell Theatre.
The Quartet, which made its
debut in 1949, has appeared at the
leading universities and under virtually every important chamber
music auspices.
Members of the Quartet are
Bioadus Erie and Matthew Raimondi, violin, Walter Trampler,
viola, and Claus Adam cello.
Trampler is well known in Central Florida having served as in.
structor of violin, viola, and cham.
ber music at Rollins College from
1939-1941.

YOUNG AMERICA GOES

CHESTERFIELD
Smmmk

wmmmm

FOR THE £Hm STRAIGHT YEAR

CHESTERFIELD
IS THE LARGEST SELLING CIGARETTE
IN AMERICA'S COLLEGES...
by a 1953 survey audit of actual sales in
more than 800 college co-ops and campus
stores from coast to coast. Yes, for the
fifth straight year Chesterfield is the
college favorite.
CHESTERFIELD IS THE ONLY
CIGARETTE EVER TO GIVE YOU PROOF
OF HIGHEST QUALITY-LOW NICOTINE
C h a n g e to Chesterfield t o d a y
smoking pleasure all the w a y !

get
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" A t the colleges a n d w h e r e v e i
w e play, I find more a n d more
young men and w o m e n going
for Chesterfield"
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